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FOREWORD
As is the case with any attempt to highlight “the most
historically significant events/people” in a community, some
folks have undoubtedly been unintentionally passed over.
As readers make their way through this booklet, however,
the one indisputable motif that reveals itself is COMMUNITY.
It took many persistent, courageous, and undaunted
individuals working together to establish and grow this city,
once hailed as “Alaska’s next metropolis.” Neither flood nor
earthquake nor tsunami—nor boom and bust economy—
could defeat the hearty individuals who banded together to
realize their dreams. Whenever times seemed the darkest,
the truest spirit of cooperation shone through to lead
Valdez residents in making the best of the situation. Mix
determination with generosity and a healthy dose of
sacrifice and compromise…that’s the recipe that established
the city and has maintained it for over 100 years. Scratch
the surface of Valdez today, and you’ll find the same traits—
along with an undeniable sense of hometown pride. It is to
ALL of the individuals who have made Valdez what it is
today that we dedicate this collection of narratives.
–Valdez Park and Trails Maintenance Department

*This booklet’s content matches the order of the historical
sign tour at the Valdez Memorial Cemetery. Feel free to
follow along with the pamphlet or to peruse the grounds at
your leisure. We hope you enjoy your visit!
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THOSE UNIQUE CROSSES
Visitors to the Valdez Memorial Cemetery are often curious
about the unique style of cross found on many graves.
Those with 3 cross-beams are a style of Russian Orthodox
cross. The Eastern Orthodox Church is the second largest
Christian communion in the world with an estimated 300
million followers, around 7 million of whom are found in the
United States. Stylistic variations based on national and/or
local customs have led to many Orthodox Churches
adopting national titles; thus, the “Russian” Orthodox
Church.
The small top bar of the Russian Orthodox cross
represents the plaque that hung over Christ’s head during
his crucifixion and may be inscribed with the acronym INRI
meaning “Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews.” Sometimes,
Orthodox icons substitute the phrase “King of Glory”
instead. Local traditions often influence the look of this top
bar. In the northwestern coastal areas, one might find
crosses with a small top bar or what resembles a peaked
roof. This was to identify the deceased as male (small top
bar) or female (peaked roof).
Like the Western cross, the middle bar symbolizes the
beam on which Christ’s arms were stretched and his wrists
or palms were nailed. Setting the Russian Orthodox cross
apart is a slanted bottom bar which represents the footrest
upon which Christ’s feet were nailed. The slant of the bar
corresponds either to the belief that Christ’s feet were
nailed individually on the sides of that platform (rather than
atop each other as seen in many Western crosses) or the
symbolism of the thief on Christ’s right choosing the “right”
path in opposition to the thief on his left choosing the
wrong one. The use of the slanted bar is actually of
somewhat more recent origin; the footrest in early Byzantine
iconography was generally depicted as being horizontal.
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Many of the Russian Orthodox crosses present in the Valdez
Memorial Cemetery mark the graves of native Alaskans,
most of whom are Sugpiat or Alutiiq.

Family preference might determine the style or look of the
cross. The Eastern Orthodox cross can take the form known
as the “budded design” or the ends of the bars might
resemble the shape of a pyramid.
Variations of both can be seen in this cemetery. In addition,
the cross itself might be decorated with individual designs.
The addition of flowers, whether real or painted, is unique
to the Russian Orthodox crosses of the Sugpiat or Alutiiq
peoples of Prince William Sound. One such example can be
found in row 24.
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COLUMBARIUM PROJECT
Several years ago, local resident, Meg Weaver, approached
the Parks and Recreation Director requesting permission to
bury her mother’s ashes in a reserved gravesite at the
Valdez Memorial Cemetery.
At that time, policy prohibited that action. Mrs. Weaver set
the notion aside for the time being, but in 2009 she spoke
with Karen Feero whose family had placed her father’s
cremains in a columbarium niche in Juneau. Weaver, aware
that many other residents had no suitable place to inter the
ashes of a family member, joined forces with Feero and
Judy Londo. The trio held their initial steering committee
meetings at the Totem Inn. Londo became the unofficial
spokesperson leading the quiet but relentless campaign to
maneuver through the necessary hoops to gain City Council
approval. Feero and Weaver joined her in presenting their
proposal to the Parks and Recreation Commission which
held public hearings to discuss the feasibility of installing a
columbarium in an existing section of the cemetery.
With the blessing of the Commission, a resolution was
presented by then Parks and Recreation Director Todd
Wegner to City Council for their perusal on April 19, 2010.
Progress temporarily ground to a halt as efforts were
undertaken to establish new policies and procedures not
only for columbarium use, but for the cemetery as a whole.
Long-time residents were reluctant to institute a fee-based
reservation policy until they were convinced, in much the
same fashion as the 1996 expansion project, that such a
system was sorely needed.
With persistence, the three women succeeded in gaining the
necessary approval from the City Council. They then faced
the task of arranging for the shipment and placement of this
15,000 pound granite structure. Eickhof Columbarium,
Inc. in Minnesota shipped the columbarium by truck to
Seattle where it was placed on a barge.
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As it slowly made its way to Valdez, the assertive trio
arranged for the completion of the required soil samples.
Bill Wilcox of Keystone Engineering provided his expertise
to complete that task, the same one he had performed prior
to the 1996 expansion project. North Star Terminal and
Stevedore Co., under the direction of Ryan Sontag,
volunteered their efforts to offload the piece. In addition,
Harris Sand & Gravel donated the use of their crane as well
as the gravel necessary for establishing a base for the
structure, and Zastrow Enterprises provided the concrete
work to construct the underground support pillars.
Members of the City’s Public Works Department operated
the heavy equipment, under the direction of Meg’s husband
Larry Weaver; the Buildings and Grounds Maintenance
crew led by Ken Tetz prepared the cemetery grounds and
supervised the placement of the columbarium; the Parks
Maintenance crew supervised by Marcie Robertson worked
on landscaping. Local horticulturalists Tillie Wonder and
Hope VanderMuelen added their artful flower designs.
Robertson’s design of a peaceful park-like setting allows for
family members to visit their relatives in a quiet and
respectful atmosphere.

The columbarium accepted its first inurnment during the
official opening ceremonies on June 13, 2010, just two
months after the initial proposal to City Council. Meg
Weaver’s wish to place her mother’s ashes at Valdez
Memorial Cemetery was fulfilled.
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THE ‘98’er WHO STAYED
The rush to stake gold mining claims in the Klondike, and
later the Copper River Valley, was the spark lighting the
fever of most seeking their fortunes. However, it didn’t take
some wily pioneers long to determine that providing
services and supplies to those adventurers was a more
profitable—and considerably less risky—source of income.

JOSEPH BOURKE was one such person. According to
information gleaned from documents housed at the Valdez
Museum (an institution he established in 1901), Bourke
came to Valdez as a prospector. He was one of the KooKoos Party, a self-named group who traveled all the way
from New York.
Bourke had previously made his living as an engraver
employed by the U.S. Treasury, but became a successful
miner with multiple claims here in Alaska. Bourke stayed
with the Egan family at Landlocked Bay where he served as
General Manager of the Standard Copper Mine. He became
known as “The ‘98’er Who Stayed” and involved himself in
the development of Valdez as it moved from a tent city to an
actual community.
After his traveling mates had left to return home, Bourke
not only started a museum but also established The Valdez
Prospector, the second weekly newspaper in Valdez. Known
for his sense of humor, he adopted a dog and named it “Joe
Bourke.” People were taken aback to read an obituary for Joe
Bourke one day, until they realized that Bourke had written
it for his dog.
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Bourke continued to put his artistic talents to use, and one
of his engraved walrus tusks was on display for many years
in the Alaska State Museum in Juneau. It can now be found
at the Valdez Museum.
Bourke died in 1934, and years later, Walter and Gloria
Day placed the flagstone and brass plate to mark his grave.

Bourke (B-6-9) See the stone with the brass name plate
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A PARTNERSHIP’S LEGACY
Prospectors journeyed from all areas of the continental
United States to hit it rich.
Two such men were:

ANDREW JACKSON MEALS & GEORGE CHEEVER HAZELET.
A J “Jack” Meals, born in Pennsylvania, had driven stage
coaches, run pack trains, and worked various positions on
cattle ranches prior to marrying and settling with his wife,
JOHANNA, on a farm in Nebraska.
Originally from Ohio, Hazelet had been working as a school
principal in Nebraska when he partnered with his neighbor,
Meals, for their travels to the gold fields. The two devoted
family men traveled to Alaska in hopes of hitting lodes of
gold to better support the loved ones they were leaving
behind.
Like many, their dreams of finding a pot of gold did not pan
out.
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Nevertheless, both Meals and Hazelet were able to put their
considerable talents to use in other ventures. Both earned
well-deserved reputations as men who were not only hardworking but also dedicated to developing their
communities.
The partners, along with Melvin Dempsey, arrived in Valdez
via steamship in March of 1898, and by 1899 Meals and
Hazelet had established the Chesna (or Chisna) Mining
and Improvement Company. Together, they explored
several river valleys, including the Copper River Valley and
the more northern Chistochina River Valley for a number of
years.
In 1899, Meals discovered coarse gold at the Chesna claim.
Unfortunately, the partners lost that claim in foreclosure in
1902 after a series of problems with claim jumpers. Meals
continued to mine the site for several years for John
McHugh, and George’s brother John Hazelet eventually
assumed management control of the claim.
Even as their mining claims faltered, Hazelet and Meals
partnered to homestead between 650 and 720 acres near
the mouth of MINERAL CREEK, on the north side of Port
Valdez. They also formed the Port Valdez Investment
Company. Due to the arbitrary methods of document filing
in this time period, some contradictions exist over who
actually homesteaded and/or held ownership of this
property as well as the investment company. Nevertheless, it
is agreed that their united purpose was to grow investments
in developing the budding community.
The homesteaded land lay to the west of the tent compound
that eventually became the original city of Valdez—across
from what was to become Fort Liscum and eventually the
Alyeska Marine Terminal.
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Records show that Hazelet and Meals urged residents of
the tent compound to establish the city of Valdez on the
homesteaded land, which they felt would alleviate effects on
those residents of the yearly flooding of the original site.
Ironically, this homesteaded land would, in fact, become the
site for the city after the 1964 earthquake and tsunami
events. However, remaining on the land that had already
been settled—and that provided the most convenient access
to Valdez Glacier—seemed more prudent to those who had
already established their base of operations at that spot. By
1903, both men had relocated their families to Valdez, and
like Joseph Bourke, they were instrumental in the
development of the fledgling city.
The community relied on Hazelet’s talent as the framer and
promoter of land development and business deals (*see
Icebound Empire by Elizabeth Tower). Equally important
were the practical engineering and mechanical skills of the
Meals family throughout the coming years.
Among other projects, AJ (Jack) Meals and his sons
assisted the military in their efforts to construct the
telegraph line from Fort Liscum to Fort Egbert (now Eagle,
AK) as well as the trans-Alaska Military Packtrain Trail
(Valdez Trail) to interior Alaska.
In 1907, Hazelet hired Meals and his son George (of the AJ
Meals & Son Draying Co.) to transport sections of the river
steamboat Chittyna from Valdez to the Copper River where
it would be reassembled. They managed to haul the 10 tons
of machinery over Thompson and Marshall Passes into the
Copper River Basin, a feat never before accomplished. AJ’s
son, George, ran a successful draying operation out of
Valdez for over 10 years, using sleds in the winter and
horses in the summer. He became known for his uncanny
skills at creating means for hauling anything—regardless of
size—over the Valdez Trail. Later, he earned a reputation as
something of an expert on the Valdez Trail and its history
since he had spent so much time on it.
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The Chittyna was needed to transport the materials
necessary for building the railroad bed out of the Bonanza/
Kennecott Copper Mine claim into Cordova.
In 1908, Hazelet moved his family to Cordova, and when
the quickly-developing town was settled enough to require
infrastructure, Hazelet again called upon Meals. This time,
it was to supervise the construction of the foundations for
the telephone, light, and water plants.
Because of their community-minded efforts, the two men
became well-respected and recognized throughout Prince
William Sound. Both Valdez and Cordova claim HAZELET as
one of their founding pioneers. HAZELET served as the first
mayor of Cordova (1909-1911)—no doubt in recognition of
his role in bringing the railroad from Kennecott to
Cordova—and later was a candidate for Alaska Territorial
Governor. Nevertheless, his ties to
Valdez remained.

Johanna/Hannah Meals (B-7-18)

Meals Family Portrait

Andrew “Jack” Meals (B-7-17)

MEALS and his family flourished in Valdez. AJ became a
highly-regarded land surveyor and construction engineer in
Valdez and even served as a Deputy U. S. Marshall for a
time. Among other construction feats, Meals and his sons
helped build the Solomon Gulch Dam and Hydroelectric
Plant which provided electricity and water to the developing
community. Two of the main streets in Valdez are named
for these pioneers.
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The Meals and Hazelet families’ reputations as business
and civic leaders continued into the next generation. Not
only was AJ’s son, OWEN MEALS, the Ford dealer, he also
brought aviation to Valdez in the late 1920’s. Owen’s wife
NANCY (Sanderson) came to Valdez as a teacher, intending
to stay for just a year and ended up the city’s postmaster for
30 years.
When the 1964 earthquake and tsunami destroyed the
original town site, 650 acres of the original homestead,
known locally by some as “Hazeletville” and by others as
“Hazelet Hay Ranch,” still existed. JOHANNA MEALS, wife
of AJ, had been awarded title to the land at a “marshall’s
auction” sometime after AJ’s death. She then deeded half of
the property to the Hazelet sons, Craig and Calvin.
Owen’s younger brother John, a CPA in Washington,
appears to be the motivating force behind the two families
incorporating anew in order to expedite the process of
transferring property to the city for its relocation efforts.
John’s siblings (George, Frank, Owen, and Mary Ellen)
joined Craig and Calvin Hazelet to form the PORT VALDEZ
COMPANY, INC. (the Port Valdez Investment Corporation
had been dormant for years due to Hazelet and Meal’s focus
on other ventures). A 140-acre portion of the original
homestead was used as the foundation for “new” Valdez.
Owen Meals himself surveyed the land prior to it being
turned over to the City of Valdez.
Of the second generation, only Mary Ellen (Meals) Whalen
and Owen Meals remained as residents of Valdez. In
recognition of his civic standing, Owen was named
President of the newly-incorporated Port Valdez Company.
Records obtained from Port Valdez Co., Inc. state that “…
140 acres were given to the City of Valdez…” Local legend
has it that the company was unable to donate the acreage to
“Old Town” property owners, but they could sell it—so they
did…for $1. Court documents, however, reveal that the
process was rather protracted and convoluted.
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According to members of the Meals family, Owen—on
behalf of Port Valdez Co., Inc.—struck a “handshake deal”
with city officials. Essentially, it was agreed that “Old Town”
property owners would be given a lot-for-lot exchange in
“New Town” by Port Valdez Co., Inc., and that the
Company’s remaining landholdings would not be taxed until
they were developed.
Unfortunately, newly-hired city attorneys were unaware of
that deal and challenged the legality of the agreement. In
fact, Owen Meals, as President of the Port Valdez Co.,
Inc., was involved in multiple lawsuits with the city for the
remainder of his life.
As the newly-established community continued to grow, the
City of Valdez attempted to annex land owned by the
company. This annexation was also challenged as to its
legality, and litigation continued for several years.
Ultimately, the annexation stood with the final Alaska
Supreme Court opinion in 1974 referring to “the latest
chapter in the acrimonious relationship between the Port
Valdez Company…and the City of Valdez, Alaska.” However,
in a true testament to the adage “Time heals all wounds,”
the role that Port Valdez Co. –and Owen Meals in
particular—played in the town’s relocation efforts is recalled
with fondness and an acknowledgment of the spirit in which
the land was gifted to the city.

Whalen family (B-8-17 & 18)
Krochina family (B- 8-13 & 14)
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AVIATION COMES TO VALDEZ

Local Ford dealer OWEN MEALS, who had been formally
educated as an engineer, purchased his first Eaglerock
biplane in 1927. According to family members, he was the
first person to be granted a pilot’s license in Alaska; he
definitely was the man who brought aviation to Valdez. He
flew residents over and around Prince William Sound for a
mere $10 in the plane he had christened “Spirit of Alaska.”
He crashed this first plane on a gravel bar in the Copper
River near the Gakona Roadhouse. Accompanying him were
photographer H. R. Stewart and teacher Ruth Staats. In the
generous spirit known by most Alaskans, fellow residents
collected and donated $1,000 each to Stewart and Staats,
both of whom had been critically injured in the crash.
Staats, a teacher, was unable to return to work. She was
cared for by her mother and eventually regained enough
strength to press flowers that she sold to tourists.
Meals received $1400 to replace his irreparably damaged
plane. He used the money generously donated after his
crash to purchase another Eaglerock, which he also dubbed
“Spirit of Valdez.” This one was powered by the 180 HP
Hispano-Suiza 8Ab which had replaced the less powerful
Curtiss OX-5. Meals’ first take off in his new Eaglerock was
the first ever from a Valdez airstrip. Not surprisingly, he
later became the first manager of the Valdez Airport.
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His entrepreneurial spirit served him well, and he became
known as a civil, economic, and political leader in and
around Valdez. Meals established the Valdez Electric Light
and Water Company which operated from 1920-1964. (This
seems a natural progression since he, his brothers, and his
father AJ had helped build the Solomon Gulch Dam and
Hydroelectric Plant).
In 1928, Meals married NANCY SANDERSON, a young
teacher who had come to Valdez just for the school year.
Like many Valdez residents however, she elected to stay.
After marrying Meals, she became the Postmaster for
Valdez, a position she held for 30 years.
March 27, 1964 marked the end of the original Valdez town
site, and the role he played in resurrecting the City has
already been noted. He sold the Valdez Electric Light and
Water Company to the Valdez Urban Renewal project in
1964 when it was clear that rebuilding the business after
the earthquake was not financially prudent. He served as
President of the Port Valdez Company, Inc. during the
City’s relocation efforts, and later assisted in convincing oil
companies to build the Trans-Alaska pipeline terminus in
Valdez. In his spare time, Meals collected items for the
Valdez Museum (one of which is the Ahrens “Steamer” fire
truck on display there even now).

Owen Meals (B-8-15)
Nancy (Sanderson) Meals (B-8-16)

Owen and Nancy Meals’s home, originally built atop Meals Hill (across from the Valdez
Civic Center) now serves as a bed and breakfast, The Timber House, once known as
Crown Valdez. Its unique architectural design was inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright, and it
offers one of the more spectacular views of Port Valdez.
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In 1932, a young but experienced pilot stowed away on a
steamer to Valdez. Bob Reeve Shortly after he arrived, BOB
REEVE struck a bargain with Meals. Reeve had flown in the
mountainous regions of South America and felt he could be
successful in the arctic version of mountainous terrain as
well. He convinced Meals to give him the opportunity to
repair the first “Spirit of Valdez.” In return, Meals leased
Reeve the repaired plane to use for supply runs to local
mines.
Reeve practiced taking off and landing on the “Duck Flats”
at low tide. His ingenuity in developing equipment that
enabled him to do so without mishap not only earned him
world-wide fame but also increased his ability to transport
materials and equipment to the mining camps in and
around Prince William Sound on a year-round basis.
He began on Brevier Glacier, contracting to fly supplies to
the Big 4 Mine camp. By 1936, he had contracted with
Rough and Tuff mines (of which Reeve was partial owner),
located on a ridge in the middle of the Columbia Glacier.
Reeve’s continued success earned him the moniker “Glacier
Pilot.”

Bill Egan
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Before moving to Fairbanks and then to Anchorage, where
he expanded his business and founded Reeve Aleutian
Airways, Reeve hired local boy WILLIAM “BILL” EGAN, as a
pilot. Egan’s career as a bush pilot, while successful, was
not long-lived. He began his own business career by
opening a grocery store, the Valdez Supply, with partner Joe
Dieringer, but he’d shown an interest in politics from an
early age. Egan pursued that career track and was elected
as Alaska’s first governor in 1959.

Bill Egan
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PIONEERS OF ALASKA
IGLOO #7 & IGLOO #2

As visitors make their way around the cemetery, they will
notice that many grave markers are inscribed with “IGLOO
#7” or “PIONEERS OF ALASKA.” These are various
references in historical documents to a fraternal
organization founded by miners in Nome in 1907/08.
Forming the organization gave the miners a chance to
socialize with each other and to sustain the memories of
the early pioneers. Subsequent groups were given the title
“Igloo” and were numbered as they formed. VALDEZ
IGLOO #7 formed in 1911/12.The first Ladies Auxiliary of
the Pioneers was formed in 1912 in Nome, and the
VALDEZ LADIES AUXILIARY was formed shortly
thereafter. In 2007, those Auxiliaries became Igloos
themselves and were allowed to keep their original
Auxiliary number. This explains Valdez Igloo #7 (men)
and Valdez Igloo #2 (women).
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The original criterion for membership was based on the
applicant’s arrival date and purpose in Alaska. Members
had to be part of a gold rush prospector group of 1898. It
didn’t take the original members long to determine that
adhering to this requirement would lead to the extinction of
the organization in due course, so the main eligibility
standard was altered to having achieved a 30-year tenure in
Alaska. According to the Pioneers of Alaska blog, the
organization’s Constitution sets forth the following
objective: “to preserve the names of all of Alaska’s
pioneers on its rolls; to collect and preserve the
literature and incidents of Alaska’s history, and to
promote the best interests of Alaska.” That focus
continues today in the Igloos of the Pioneers of Alaska that
represent 17 communities throughout the state.
Other fraternal organizations sprang up as well. The Arctic
Brotherhood was the first, formed even before the Pioneers
of Alaska. The original members were still in transit from
Seattle to Skagway in 1898 when they created their
organization. The purpose of this group was to recognize
the spirit and determination of those who had “endured and
survived the rigors of the north.” VALDEZ CAMP #10 of the
Arctic Brotherhood was formed in 1901.
Valdez gave birth to two other organizations:
ORDER OF THE ALASKA MOOSE (1900) and the
TILIKUM CLUB (1901?). (The Order of the Alaska Moose
has no affiliation with the Loyal Order of Moose). The
Tilikum Club was formed as a private social club whose
members were “prominent citizens,” businessmen, and
government and military leaders. Other international
organizations made their way to Valdez, also. You will find
references to B.P.O.E. (the Benevolent and Protective
Order of Elks) as well as the Fraternal Order of Eagles,
and you will see the symbols of the Freemasonry (Order of
the Freemasons).
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LILLIAN (MOORE) WOOD

Vassar-educated LILLIAN (MOORE) WOOD came to the
Valdez area during the Gold Rush as a prospector. Like
other entrepreneurs in that venture (remember Joseph
Bourke?), it didn’t take her long to realize that the real
money lay in providing services and goods to her fellow
fortune-hunters. She opened a “relief station” for other
prospectors where they could find lodging, food, and care
for their horses. She was an accomplished horsewoman
and Capt. Abercrombie hired her to help his men take
their horses over the Valdez Glacier. She was such a
hardy woman that in a letter written to her family she
bragged that she had “out-walked the men.” She married
Ed Wood some time before 1904, the year they purchased
the Tiekel Roadhouse (mile 56 of the Richardson
Highway).
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This was a time of increased travel on the Valdez Trail, and
they had so much success that they were able to add a
second story. Their lodge could hold up to 30 guests per
night by the time they sold it in 1909. She and her
husband moved back to Valdez where she worked in
conjunction with Melvin Dempsey, a local businessman who
had opened the first animal shelter in Valdez. One tale
from her time in Valdez has it that she heard of a puppy
stranded at a camp on the Valdez Glacier. She trekked up
to the camp herself and rescued the pup, which stayed with
her for the remainder of its life. For the most part, her
efforts focused on rescuing mistreated horses. By the time
of her death at 38, she had earned the title “First Lady of
Valdez.” No record exists of her burial place, but it is
speculated that she is one of the “unknown” and unmarked
graves at Valdez Memorial Cemetery.

Lillian (Moore) Wood with three
abandoned black bear cubs
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THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER

In 1992, the City of Valdez received a letter forwarded by
Rep. Bettye Davis of Anchorage from Walter H. Parsons, Jr.,
a former member of the 97TH Army Corps of Engineers, a
unit made up entirely of “Negro” soldiers. The 97th
Regiment, often referred to as the Black Engineers, was
one of two such regiments stationed in Alaska to help with
the construction of the Alaska Military Highway, which
later became known as the Al-Can Highway. Parsons had
been responsible for arranging the burial of Pvt. Major M.
Banks who had died shortly after Parsons’ arrival in
Valdez. Major Banks, just 22 years old, died as the result
of “yellow atrophy of the liver” and according to Parsons
“…through no fault of his own, never moved a shovel of
soil to build the Alcan [sic] Road.”

Major Banks’ burial permit
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Because Major Banks was a “Negro,” much discussion was
held before city officials determined where he could be
buried. Finally, they provided a small track [sic] of land
(less than an acre) in one corner of the town cemetery. It
was across a creek and could not be reached from the main
cemetery. Parsons referred to the “back door” approach to
this burial in his letter to the city, asking whether anyone
had ever erected a grave marker for the young soldier. He
requested that the grave be located so that a request for a
suitable marker could be made of the Veterans
Administration. He included a map that he hoped would
assist the city in their efforts to find that grave.
In 2009, the Parks and Trails Maintenance Department
undertook a project to electronically record information
regarding Valdez Memorial Cemetery that had been
previously stored as paper records. Parsons’ letter
referencing the existence of Banks’ grave was uncovered
amongst the collection of those paper records as the long
process of transferring and updating data began. Prior to
that time, current employees were unaware that such a
letter had ever been received by the city. As of the summer
of 2016, the grave remains not only unmarked but also
undiscovered.

*African American soldiers were integrated into all military
units in 1947; many believe this was due to the hard work
of the 92nd, 95th, and 97th Regiments in building the Alaska
Military Highway alongside soldiers in the white regiments.
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THE EGAN BROTHERS
Valdez proudly proclaims itself the birthplace of the
state’s first governor. As a matter of fact, two of the seven
Egan children developed well-deserved reputations in Valdez
based on their successes. After their father William Edgar
Egan died in an avalanche on Shoup Glacier in 1920, their
mother Cora Allen Egan rented rooms, provided home
nursing care and even acted as “jail matron” when
necessary. Of the 7 Egan children, only Clinton (“Truck”),
Alice, and William stayed in Alaska. Emmett, Ethel, Alaska,
and Frances (Frank) pursued ventures outside of Alaska and
never returned to reside in Valdez.
The eldest child, CLINTON JAMES “Truck” EGAN suffered
an injury when he was 5 years old that would affect him for
the rest of his life. He fell off the dock in Douglas, AK and
broke his back. He was immobile in the hospital for 8
months. After his father’s death, he helped his mother
support the family by working in local grocery stores,
beginning with the Valdez Mercantile Company. He grew
from those humble beginnings to become a local merchant
as owner of the Pinzon Bar which he purchased in 1923.
The Pinzon Bar, formerly known as Gold Dust Exchange,
had originally been opened in 1901 by Al and Lucy Frances
White. “Truck” Egan’s establishment survived the
Prohibition and became a local favorite, a place for people
to gather to discuss politics. (A portion of the original bar
can be seen in one of the main displays at the Valdez
Museum on Egan Drive). “Truck” had a healthy interest in
politics himself, probably formed at the tender age of 13
when he acted as a page in the Alaska Territorial
Legislature. He served on various city commissions
throughout his life and also held office on the City Council
several times. “Truck” Egan was twice elected Mayor.
Pinzon Bar suffered the same fate as many other local
businesses in 1964–destruction via the post-earthquake
tsunami. Valdez residents received federal monies to
relocate and rebuild their town, and Egan moved his family
house to “new” Valdez.
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Clinton James “Truck” Egan

“Truck” ran Pinzon Liquors out of the front portion of
his boyhood home until his death in 1988. In his final
years, his sister Alice helped him with the business, and
she was joined after his death by her daughter Donna
Fischer, who also served on the City Council for many
years. Fischer operated Pinzon Liquors until 2002 when
Leo and Marie Paddock, owners of L & M Financial,
purchased the building and refurbished the liquor store
as Northwind Floral and Gifts.
“Truck” is remembered fondly by his hometown. The
Elks Lodge annually presents the “TRUCK EGAN
AWARD” recognizing the recipient’s “many generous and
significant contributions in support of the youth of
Valdez.” The state has classified the Egan house as a
historical site since it was also the home of Alaska’s first
governor, William Egan. It is located at the corner of
Fairbanks and Tatitlek (across from the fire station). As
of 2011, some of the original wallpaper still remained in
the second story of the house. Both the Valdez Museum
and the public library have a copy of Historic Homes of
Valdez, a booklet which notes the location of all of the
homes that were moved from “old town” Valdez to the
new city site.
Clinton “Truck” Egan (B-9-8)
Father, William E. Egan (B-9-33)
Mother, Cora Egan (B-10-8)
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WILLIAM “Bill” EGAN was Alaska’s first governor and for
many years remained the only Alaskan-born governor. In
December of 2014, Fairbanks-born William “Bill” Walker took
his oath of office.
Well before serving as the President of the Alaska’s
Constitutional Convention in 1955, WILLIAM “Bill” EGAN
helped to support the fatherless family by working in a
cannery at the age of 10, chauffeuring tourists around town,
and driving a dump truck for the Alaska Road Commission
when he was only 14. Later, he worked as a “bombardier”
for Bob Reeve and his foundling bush supply company.
Egan flew in the early 1930’s, much to his future-wife
NEVA’s chagrin, dropping “bombs” of freight for Prince
William Sound miners in bush Alaska. Some believe that he
might have pursued a career as an aviator had his interest in
politics not won out. Like his brother “Truck,” he became a
merchant when he partnered with Joe Dieringer as owners of
the Valdez Supply Company. BILL and NEVA EGAN owned
and operated the local grocery store until his interest in
politics became his career focus.
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Egan successfully entered the political arena even though
he suffered a sometimes paralyzing fear of public speaking.
He served in the Territorial House of Representatives from
1940-1945 before serving as Mayor of Valdez in 1946. He
was re-elected to the Territorial House, 1947-1953, and
then to the Territorial Senate during which time he acted as
the President of the 1955-56 Alaska Constitutional
Convention. After Alaska was granted statehood, he
successfully ran for office as Alaska’s first governor,
fashioning his campaign strategy after his godfather Tony
Dimond (also of Valdez), who was known to be a respectful
and gentlemanly campaigner. Egan is not only considered
Alaska’s first governor, with successive terms from 1959
until 1966, but also Alaska’s fourth governor, again serving
successive terms (1970-74). He was lauded for his
leadership during his hometown’s relocation efforts after
the 1964 earthquake as well as the trans-Alaska pipeline
construction.

Bill and Neva Egan
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DESDIA NEVA (McKITTRICK) EGAN became well-known in
her own right. She arrived in Valdez as a music and
elementary teacher in 1937. Despite a less-than-favorable
first impression, Bill was able to charm her into marrying
him in 1940.
Perhaps best known for her easy sense of humor and her
graciousness as a hostess while serving as Alaska’s First
Lady, she also carved out a niche as a spokesperson
regarding cancer awareness after successfully fighting
uterine cancer herself.
She was a gifted pianist and, as someone wrote after her
death in January of 2011, “No one sang the Alaska flag
song better than Mrs. Egan.”
Daughter Elin Carol, who died in infancy, is buried in the
children’s section (A) of the Valdez Memorial Cemetery.
Son Dennis, following in his father’s footsteps, was once
Mayor of Juneau and currently serves as a state senator.
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BILL and NEVA EGAN never forgot their humble
beginnings in Valdez, and his hometown and state have
honored his memory in several ways. Both were described
as warm and hospitable people who “welcomed
newcomers and strengthened the ties that bind all of us
together.” Many Alaskans who lived through the transition
from territory to statehood felt blessed to have the Egans
as their leaders.
Despite all of his political success, Bill Egan was perhaps
best known as someone who possessed “an amazing
ability to never forget anyone’s name.” At mile 57.5 of the
Glenn Highway is the remnant of the Egan cabin, which
was originally built by Tommy Henderson for use as a
shelter when he was trapping.
The Richardson Highway becomes Egan Street as it
enters the city of Valdez. Across from the Valdez
Museum, in which visitors will find William Egan
Commons, is the Egan Street Pub. The Valdez Public
Library houses the Egan Room, dedicated to the memories
of both “Truck” and Bill Egan. The William A. Egan Civic
and Convention Center is in Anchorage, and October 8 is
now “William Egan Day” in Alaska. Ironically, despite all
of the state and community efforts to recognize Bill Egan
for his contributions, his grave is not marked at the Valdez
City Cemetery.

Former Governor William “Bill” Egan (B-10-9)
Infant Daughter, Elin Carol (A-3-26)
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JERRY MEHLBERG

The stone bear near the sign marking the entrance of
Valdez Memorial Cemetery was carved by the late JERRY
MEHLBERG, a well-loved “jack of all trades” who made his
home in Valdez. Jerry moved his high school sweetheart,
Mary (who was by this time his wife), and his two sons,
Sheldon and Jake, to Alaska in 1981. He went to work for
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company “across the bay.” Shortly
after moving to Valdez, Jerry was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis, but this avid bow hunter and outdoorsman
continued to enjoy the activities he loved: hunting, skiing,
snow-machining, and 4-wheeling. When he was not
involved in one of those passions, he tested his talents on
creative projects and other ventures that piqued his
interest.
He not only spearheaded the efforts to draft a “no
smoking” ordinance in town but also worked to help make
heating bills more affordable for Valdez residents. He
coordinated a system for buying pellet stoves and pellets,
making the entire set-up available to those who needed
support.
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Born the son of a carpenter in Wisconsin, Mehlberg involved
himself in various construction projects. While excavating a
site for their greenhouse, he dug up a huge boulder of
bedrock marbled with quartz. After a bit of thought, he
decided to put his creative talents to use by carving a fullsized brown bear out of it, despite knowing nothing about
carving stone. He did some research, taught himself a bit
about carving, and then threw himself into his task. A
technique he found useful was the “grid method,” wherein
the artist enlarges a small grid placed over a small model
onto the object to be carved. Jerry enlarged his small grid
seven times to assist his efforts in creating the final
product: a life-sized brown bear with real black bear teeth
(which he’d harvested after a successful bow hunting trip).
The carving only took this self-taught sculptor three years to
finish.

Jerry lived a full and active life many of us might only dream
about. Sadly, his life was cut short on June 21, 2015. His
wife Mary graciously donated his sculpture to the city for all
to enjoy, but even without this memorial, JERRY MEHLBERG
made a lasting impression on the many residents who knew
and loved him.
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GEORGE H. GILSON
(B-15-20)

Valdez-born GEORGE H. GILSON was a man of action,
especially when it came to promoting and building his
hometown. After Gilson graduated high school, he left
Valdez to attend the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis. The
Navy mustered him out in his junior year, however, citing
his poor eyesight. He then attended the Colorado School of
Mines, earning his degree in engineering. He returned to
Alaska and worked at the Independence Mine (located in
Hatcher Pass near Palmer). When the United States entered
World War II, however, the Navy recalled Gilson, and he
served as a Lt. Commander in the Alaska Theater. After
the war, Gilson settled in West Virginia, but returned to
Valdez after a devastating fire destroyed family businesses
in 1947. Upon his return, Gilson designed the new Gilson
Mercantile, the family grocery store and the town’s bank.
He also established Gilson Realty and joined other
leaders in their efforts to resurrect Valdez, whose
population had dwindled to around 550 residents. Gilson
expanded the Mercantile, adding a warehouse, a café, and
four apartments. He and his brother JOHN W. GILSON, JR.
were partners in the businesses and built houses to sell
through Gilson Realty also. In 1959, George Gilson joined
Dan Cuddy, Walter Hickel, Brad Phillips, and Jim and Mary
Binkle of Fairbanks to purchase the “Gypsy,” a tour boat.
Phillips and partner Chuck West used their tour bus to
bring folks to Valdez where they could then cruise out to
Columbia Glacier on the boat. A picture and a scale model
of the “Gypsy” are on display at the Valdez Museum on
Egan Street.
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Gilson served as President of the Chamber of Commerce as
well as a member of the school board. As Mayor, he joined
forces with John Kelsey and Bill Wyatt in the 1960’s to
persuade investors to bypass Anchorage and consider
Valdez as the terminus for an oil pipeline. Rumors of an
oil pipeline had lingered for years, and Gilson was a
proponent of bringing it to Valdez from the very beginning.
In 1970, Gilson flew to Washington, D.C. along with over
100 other business leaders from around the state. They met
with a task force that was determining the next steps for the
pipeline construction project, which had ground nearly to a
halt due to wrangling over permits and lack of funding from
Congress.
During his stay in Washington, Gilson complained of terrific
back pain. He was hospitalized in Anchorage immediately
upon his return and then flown on to Stanford University
Hospital in California. Exploratory surgery revealed
malignant growths throughout his body. A mere 30 days
later, Gilson succumbed to the cancer. Because of his
tireless efforts, in 1974 Alyeska Pipeline Service Company
decided to settle in Valdez and purchased the property
formerly known as Dayville to serve as the site for the oil
pipeline’s marine terminal. As a gesture of the City’s
gratitude for his years of service to the community, the
junior high school was renamed George H. Gilson Jr. High
School.

George H. Gilson and Bill Egan

George H. Gilson (2nd from left)
Holding Alaskan King Crab
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WALTER H. DAY
Although WALTER DAY’s grave will not be found at Valdez
Memorial Cemetery, his active role in the community of
Valdez bears mentioning. Walter was still in his teens when
his parents moved their family to Prince William Sound.
Instead of settling in Valdez in 1929, his parents
homesteaded the old Fort Liscum site which would become
known as “Dayville” (and would later be used as the
Alyeska Marine Terminal site). In Dayville, Walter helped
his father with the family’s salmon cannery and also with
their mail delivery boat in Prince William Sound. He married
his wife Gloria (Denton) in 1947, and they sold eggs from
their “Dayville Farm” before moving to Valdez in 1953.

To say that Walter was active in his community would be an
almost ridiculous understatement. He more than met his
civic responsibility.
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He was elected to the City Council for 3 terms, functioned
as Mayor, as chairman of the Democratic Precinct, and as
Flotilla Commander of the Coast Guard Auxiliary. In
addition, he served on the Copper Valley Electric
Association (CVEA) Board of Directors as their chairman
and as President of the Valdez Senior Center. However,
Walter is probably best remembered as a Valdez historian.
He not only served on the Valdez Museum Board of
Directors but also as a member of the Valdez Historical
Society.
He, his wife Gloria, and fellow enthusiast, Kim Park,
founded the VALDEZ PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION
COMMITTEE. They were joined by other residents in
restoration and rehabilitation efforts at the Pioneer
Cemetery (mile 1.5 of the Richardson Highway). The
group devoted its energies to locating graves at the site as
well as corresponding burial records. They also spent
many hours clearing debris and creating a walking path
framed with historical signage. Walter used his basement
and garage as his workshop for cutting and varnishing
new wooden grave markers for that cemetery. He and wife
Gloria took on the added task of replacing broken fences
that surround some of the gravesites.

Walt and his wife,
Gloria, as Valdez Gold
Rush Days King and
Queen.

WALTER DAY MEMORIAL DRIVE is the unpaved road just
inside the entrance to Gold Fields Softball Complex that
leads to the Pioneer Cemetery, one of the first cemeteries
in Valdez.
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FORT LISCUM, ABERCROMBIE
AND THE VALDEZ TRAIL

In the spring of 1898, Secretary of War R. A. Alger ordered
the exploration of interior Alaska. Capt. William
Abercrombie, who had previously explored the Copper
River south toward Cordova and who was familiar with Port
Valdes (as it was known then), was charged with continuing
his explorations of the Copper Basin north to the Tanana
River. By this time, of course, the Gold Rush to the Klondike
had begun, and the only way for Americans to reach it was
through Canadian territory. Enough Americans objected to
this “foreign control” that Abercrombie’s men were ordered
to construct a safe and efficient route to the Klondike
originating in Port Valdes. The trail, cut through Keystone
Canyon, intersected the treacherous Glacier Trail (aka, the
“All-American Trail”) at Klutina Lake. This less arduous
trail, known as the VALDEZ TRAIL or the TRANS-ALASKA
MILITARY (PACKTRAIN) TRAIL, was fashioned by
Abercrombie and his men who expanded and extended an
existing native Alaskan trail. Traffic remained so steady on
the Valdez Trail, which cut through the Copper River
Valley, that the military continued their construction efforts
and completed a trail from Port Valdes north and east to
Fort Egbert on the Yukon River, near what is now Eagle, AK.
When further mineral deposits were discovered in the
Tanana Valley, Abercrombie and his men cut a branch from
the Gakona River toward Paxson Lake. From there, they
worked north and west along the Delta River and then the
Tanana River and finally into Fairbanks. Thus,
Abercrombie’s efforts established the first overland access
to Interior Alaska, and communities quickly grew along its
path.
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The last straight section of the original Valdez Trail is still
accessible in WRANGELL-ST. ELIAS NATIONAL PARK.
Portions of the current Glenn Highway and most of the
Richardson Highway were established over this trail.
The southern portion of the Valdez Trail through
Keystone Canyon was washed out due to flooding in
1919. After repairs were completed in 1921, this portion
was renamed the GOAT TRAIL. Efforts to rehabilitate
sections of the Goat Trail by the Valdez Trails
Association, led by local resident Jim Shephard, were
completed in 1997-1998. The ABERCROMBIE PACK
TRAIL, GOAT TRAIL, and WAGON ROAD TRAIL are all
sections of what was once the southern-most section of
the Valdez Trail, aka the Trans-Alaska Military Packtrain
Trail.
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Abercrombie based his operations on acreage located
across the bay from the current site of Valdez. FORT
LISCUM was located about 2 miles to the east of what is
now the Alyeska Marine Terminal for the trans-Alaska
pipeline. His first choice, the original city site, was deemed
unsuitable due to annual flooding caused by the glacier
runoff each summer. The alternate site, previously
Ludington’s Landing, was more appropriate because of its
deep anchorage, its ample supply of natural resources, and
its distance from “…the whisky element…found in frontier
towns.”
The fort’s northern exposure meant that the abundant snow
did not melt until June. The soldiers relied on skis for their
patrols and hunting parties as well as for recreation. The
post included barracks, a hospital, several storehouses, a
stable, and a bakery.
After completing the new trails that transported prospectors
into interior Alaska, Abercrombie and his men began work
on the ambitious Washington-Alaska Military Cable and
Telegraph System (WAMCATS). This system connected
Fort Liscum to Fort Egbert and Fort Gibbon (near Tanana)
and Fort St. Michael (south of Nome), all posts on the Yukon
River. All of these posts would be connected in turn to
Seattle, WA. After the completion of the WAMCATS project
in June of 1903, the need for Fort Liscum and its soldiers
waned. In 1922, the army base met the same fate as many
others in post-World War I America—closure.
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Some of the buildings were sold in 1925. One of the
barracks became the Tonsina Lodge (Mile 79 on the
Richardson Highway). The facilities were completely
abandoned by 1929, and that same year, ANDREW and
OMA BELLE DAY purchased and homesteaded the site
which was later christened “DAYVILLE.” One of their first
ventures revolved around the “Omabelle,” a boat that Andy
Day had built with the help of experienced boat builders. He
and eldest son Walter used it for their Prince William Sound
mail run for six years. The Day family also prospected the
land and opened a cannery, which employed residents of
Valdez, Tatitlek, Chitina, and 25-30 Filipinos. The Dayville
Packing Co. operated through the Depression until 1951,
when the Days closed the doors due to fish depletion
caused by others over-harvesting in fish traps.
The family bounced
back by opening a
sawmill, and WALTER
and his wife GLORIA
raised chickens and
sold eggs from
“Dayville Farms.” The
community had its own
school for the children
of the employees and
residents as well as a store, making it a self-sufficient
enterprise. Oma Day retained ownership of the property
even after Andy’s death in 1954 and the family’s move to
the city of Valdez around 1956. In the early 1960’s, they
sold the property to an Anchorage construction firm, with a
contingency agreement based on the speculation that it
would be used for the trans-Alaska pipeline construction.
Andrew Day (B-16-28)

Oma Belle Day (B-16-29)
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VALDEZ MEMORIAL CEMETERY EXPANSION
& REHABILITATION PROJECTS
Valdez Memorial Cemetery became the official city
cemetery in either 1916 or 1917. Maintenance of the
grounds has been sporadic over the years. Thanks to the
efforts of JOHN KELSEY, sections A and B (Rows 1-18)
were refurbished in the mid to late 1940’s. Upon his return
from service in World War II, Kelsey personally hauled in
topsoil, sowed grass seed, mowed the lawns, and installed
and painted the concrete crosses and row pillars.
In 1996, a group of action-oriented residents made a
proposal to the Valdez City Council to expand the
existing grounds of the Valdez Memorial Cemetery. Four
alternatives were considered, two of which proposed filling
in an old river channel. The proposed expansion project
provided for at least an extra .44 acres up to an entire acre
of usable land at a cost ranging from $36,000 to
$121,000.
JDF Engineering in Valdez, evaluated the different
proposals and made recommendations to the City Council.
In their evaluation, they reminded the Council that
everyone from the Alaska Department of Transportation to
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game could be
involved, depending upon the proximity of the expansion
to the Richardson Highway and to nearby Robe River. The
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers even completed a wetlands
determination for the project since Robe River is an active
saltwater-to-fresh water salmon spawning stream.
Ultimately, the City Council settled on “Alternative #1”
which provided for filling in the old river channel and
preparing a full acre of land for gravesite use at a cost of
just over $120,000.
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In typical small town fashion, a bit of political maneuvering
occurred during this process. The members of the City
Council were opposed to the expense of completing this
project because they saw no need for expanding the
grounds of the existing cemetery.
Several long-time residents mustered the support of their
extended (and extensive) families, however, and suddenly
reservations for gravesites flooded the Parks and
Recreation Director’s office. The necessity for expanding
the grounds to accommodate all of those new reservations
finally tipped the scales, and the City Council approved the
project in March, 1996.
The expansion began in September of that same year and
ended in June of 1997, and the “new” Valdez Memorial
Cemetery was open for business.

Rehabilitation—Before & After
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Boy Scouts, 2009
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In 2009, efforts to rehabilitate the cemetery grounds began.
While the silt base of the soil once eased the process of
preparing gravesites by hand, over the years it has also
allowed several “sinkholes” to form. When lawn maintenance
workers began to disappear into them, the Parks
Maintenance Department took action.
The crew spread topsoil and laid sod as a start, and then
turned their attentions to the crumbling and decaying grave
markers.
Three separate volunteer groups, including two different
Boy Scout troops and a youth service organization based in
Colorado, completed community service projects by
removing brush and debris on and around some of the older
cement grave markers. Parks Maintenance staff members
continue to cut, router, and varnish new wooden markers to
replace those that succumb to the ravages of the Valdez
climate. New parking areas were constructed and the rows
marked by GPS to make the locating of gravesites easier for
groundskeepers and family members alike.
Rehabilitation efforts continue as a means of maintaining
the Valdez Memorial Cemetery as a pristine final resting
place. The historical walking tour is one result of these
efforts.

Youth Group, 2010
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EMIL WEGNER
(Emil C-28-8

Dorothy C-28-9)

On occasion—and if we’re fortunate—we meet a naturalborn storyteller who can tickle our fancies with tales of
humor and warmth. EMIL WEGNER was one of those
special people who called Valdez his home. He loved
playing his concertina and regaling his listeners with tales
of his adventures in Alaska. Wegner moved his family from
Wisconsin to the Matanuska Valley where he began his
career as a mail carrier. He and his wife Dorothy moved to
Valdez in 1967, and he immediately became active in the
community, serving on the Planning and Zoning
Commission and the City Council as well as the Lutheran
Church board. In 1974 during the height of the pipeline
construction, he was elected Mayor. He continued to
volunteer in the community long after his term as mayor
ended, and in 1985 received the Governor’s Volunteer
Award. Using Valdez as his home base, Wegner served as
a rural mail carrier on the Richardson Highway, a duty that
truly tests the U.S. Postal Service’s unofficial motto:
"Neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of night stays
these couriers from the swift completion of their appointed
rounds.” Despite being 81 years of age, he was still
making daily trips from Valdez to Tiekel Lodge when he
lost his life in an automobile accident in January, 2000.
Mile 10-Mile 57 of the Richardson Highway has since been
designated the “Mail Carrier Emil Wegner Memorial
Corridor.”

Emil Wegner with his wife, Dorothy
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BERNARD “BARNEY” MEYRING
Civil engineer, BERNARD “BARNEY”
MEYRING, moved his young family
to Valdez at the beginning of the
trans-Alaska pipeline construction
project. Meyring was active in
community projects, especially
those concerning children. He
became a member of the Valdez
Parks and Recreation Commission
and worked tirelessly to expand
recreation opportunities for Valdez
youngsters.

(C-29-8)

Meyring’s loss after being diagnosed with an inoperable
brain tumor left the community with a heavy heart. In
recognition of his efforts and community involvement, the
center park strip in Valdez was named in his honor. Such
was Meyring’s standing in the community that the
Commission bypassed their own bylaws of accepting
nominations and holding public meetings to do so, instead
decreeing their decision to much community agreement.
The park strip is split in two by Prince William Sound
College, which once served as an elementary school.
North Meyring Park boasts a playground and a picnic
shelter as well as basketball and tennis courts. Another
playground was installed in South Meyring Park in the
late 1980’s. In yet another example of community action,
local residents had determined the need for the
playground and lobbied the “Gold Rush Days” Committee
to assist them in raising funds for the equipment. They
were successful in securing the City Council’s promise to
match those funds, and their wish was realized, allowing
Meyring’s legacy of service on behalf of Valdez youth to
live on.
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IN RECOGNITION OF THOSE WHO SERVED
Valdez residents have proudly served in several branches of the U.S. Military,
from the Spanish-American War through the “great” wars and still today in
conflicts around the world. Here, we honor the memories of those who
sacrificed their personal pursuits for the protected peace and freedom of their
fellow man.

SECTION ROW LOT

NAME

SERVICE

A

2

1

Andrew D Thompson

21 Kan Inf
Sp Am War

A

2

31

Donald Burl Teeters

CPL US Army, Korea

A

2

43

George Mason

VFW

A

3

46

Sam Kutter

WWII

A

3

47

Alec G Naomoff

WWII

B

5

3

Stanley D. Knutson

WWI

B

7

4

J.W. McNeil

Co C 297

B

8

9

Leo P. Harris

B

8

14

Joseph Krochina

B

8

15

Owen Meals

B

9

14

Thomas W. Clark

B

10

5

Harvey Stelling

B

13
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Owen Johnson

B

11

15

John Kaufmann

B

11

14

Charles Vaill

B

14

8

Charles H. Wilcox

B

15

20

George H. Gilson

Navy WWII

B

14

25

Warren Alan Paulsen

Vietnam

B

16

24

Al Caples

US Army

B

16

26

Arthur Day

USCG

B

17

30

George Dewing
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Army Air Corp, WWII

US Navy, Vietnam

WWI

C

19

22

John Franklin Cato

US Army, WWII

C
C
C

19
21
20

18
18
14

Wendell Delbert
Phillip Irish
Robert A. Tousignant

WWII
USMC

C

20

12

Sidney Waldo Moore

C

22

8

James A Dickson

C
C
C

19
31
24

1
17
14

C
C
C
C
C
C

22
24
21
24
25
26

20
23
19
13
11
1

Kenneth E. Chamberlin USAF Aux, Civil Air Patrol
Charles Macy, Jr.
US Navy, WWII
Donald R. Lawrence
US Navy
Robert Beauford
Clifton
US Army, WWII
James L. Joy
Edward Atwood Irish
USMC
Wm. J. Fenn, Sr.
Fred Howard Ross
US Navy
Loretta Keister

C
C
C

26
25
28

3
17
21

Richard Davis Rutledge
Oliver W. Fix
Harvey Albert Faverty

C

31

17

Ray Marcy

C
C
C
C
C

31
33
31
32
28

14
21
8
7
4

Jackson Benton Wilson
Doyne Houghton
Olney "Sonny" Ezell
James Henry Britt
Marion Mitchell Ward

D

37

1

US Army, Korea

D

44

5

Clifford Jack Johnson
Frank Anthony
Roetman

D

44

1

Stephen Phipps

Army

12

B

Glenn Street

US Navy

US Army, Navy, WWII &
Korea

US Navy, WWII
US Army
US Navy, WWII
US Army
US Army, Korea
USCG, WWII
USAF

USMC

COLUMBARIUM
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If you have not already done so, be sure to visit
the Pioneer Cemetery near the Gold Fields
Softball Complex, just ½ mile south of the
Valdez Memorial Cemetery.
Follow Walter Day Memorial Drive to the sign
marking the Pioneer Cemetery.
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As you continue your drive to the City of Valdez,
you will also see a sign for the Old Town Valdez
site, which includes a memorial in honor of
those who lost their lives in the 1964 tsunami.

“Old Town Virtual Walking Tour”

The virtual tour features historic sites marked by the
Pioneers of Alaska Igloos #7 and #2. Viewers can access
historic photos and information which elaborate the story of
Old Town from its role in the Klondike gold rush era to the
1964 Good Friday Earthquake and subsequent relocation of
the town. The online Old Town Walking Tour is designed to
be used on cellular devices out at Old Town or from webcapable devices anywhere in the world.
For a self-guided walking tour out at Old Town, scan the QR
codes attached to each historic signpost or log on to
www.valdezmuseum.org/old-town-walking-tour/
For a guided walking tour, please see the Museum Calendar
or Walking Tours for scheduled tours, or call the Valdez
Museum and Historical Archive at (907) 835-2764 to
schedule a personalized guided tour.
The Valdez Museum gratefully acknowledges Bob and Linda
Felland and ConocoPhillips Alaska for their generous
support of this project.
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COLUMBARIUM PROJECT
Interviews with Karen Feero, Judy Londo, Marcie Robertson, and Meg Weaver, June 2011
THE ‘98’er WHO STAYED
www.valdezmuseum.org/education
A PARTNERSHIP’S LEGACY
AK Supreme Court cases, 1968 and 1974 Port Valdez Company, Inc. v. City of Valdez
E-mail correspondence with Pat Krochina and Sharon Black, great grandchildren of AJ
Meals, and Lief Hazelet and Philip Clark, great grandsons of George Hazelet , June/July
2011
http://portvaldez.com/the-legacy.html
Hazelet’s Journal: A Riveting 1898 Alaska Gold Rush Saga by John Clark
ICEBOUND EMPIRE by Elizabeth Tower
Interviews with John Clark, IV great grandson of George Hazelet and Mary Ellen Murphy,
descendant of Meals family, June/July 2011
They Call It ‘Val-deez’, a compilation by PWSCC students
Valdez Museum & Historical Archive records
www.portvaldezco.com
OWEN MEALS---BOB REEVE----BILL EGAN
Alaska’s Homegrown Governor by Dr. Elizabeth Tower
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Alexander_Aircraft_Company
www.sheldonairservice.com/About-Sheldon-Air-Service/Bob-Reeve.html
www.aviationhalloffamewisconsin.com
www.valdezmuseum.org
PIONEERS OF ALASKA, IGLOO #7 AND IGLOO #2
http://pioneersofalaska.blogspot.com/
http://www.pioneersofalaska.org/Home.html
Interview with Tom Gilson, June 2011
Valdez Museum & Historical Archive records
Valdez Memorial Cemetery grave markers
LILLIAN (MOORE) WOOD
http://www.valdezalaska.org/discover-valdez/local-facts/history/women-of-the-gold-rush
The Trail by Kenneth Marsh
Valdez Museum & Historical Archive records
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THE UNKNOWN SOLDIER
http://web.mst.edu/~rogersda/umrcourses/ge342/Alcan%20Highway-revised.pdf
Interview with Andrew Goldstein, Curator of Collections and Exhibits, Valdez Museum
and Historical Archive, July 2011
Letter from Walter H. Parson, Jr. to Rep. Bettye Davis, March 1992
THE EGAN BROTHERS
Alaska’s Homegrown Governor by Dr. Elizabeth Tower
Anchorage Daily News Archives: Neva Egan’s obituary
http://www.nndb.com/people/884/000122518/
The Trail by Kenneth Marsh
www.sitnews.net
www.valdezmuseum.org

JERRY MEHLBERG
http://www.valdezstar.net/story/2015/07/01/obituaries/obituary-jerry-lmehlberg/909.html
GEORGE H. GILSON
http://www.akhealthcaucus.org/
Interview with Tom Gilson, nephew of George H. Gilson
WALTER H. DAY
Interview with Gloria Day and Linda (Day) Guthrie, summer 2011
Walter H. Day obituary
FORT LISCUM, ABERCROMBIE, AND THE VALDEZ TRAIL
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/fort liscum
http://www.betsybearcreations.com/vald_history.html
http://www.nps.gov/wrst/historyculture/the-valdez-trail.htm
Interview with Gloria Day and daughter Linda Guthrie, summer 2011
Signage at Pioneer Cemetery
The Trail by Kenneth Marsh
Valdez Museum & Historical Archive exhibit
www.alsap.org
VALDEZ MEMORIAL CEMETERY EXPANSION AND REHABILITATION PROJECTS
Parks Maintenance work assignments
Valdez City Clerk records
EMIL WEGNER
Anchorage Daily News Archives: Emil Wegner obituary
BERNARD “BARNEY” MEYRING
Interviews with Gloria McAlister and Judy Londo, June-July 2011
IN RECOGNITION OF THOSE WHO SERVED
Research by Lance Groundwater
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City of Valdez Parks & Recreation Office
Phone: (907) 835-2531
Fax: (907) 835-2472
City of Valdez Park Maintenance Supervisor &
Cemetery Management
(907) 835-5413
www.ci.valdez.ak.us/parks
Facebook.com/ValdezAlaskaFun
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